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III. Catalog Description

Draping for garment design and fit. Techniques and concepts ofdraping the human figure using
cloth as the starting point. Includes draping a fitting shell, draping with special fabrics and
draping for unusual design problems.

IV. Need/Justification/Goals

A. To instruct the student in the fundamentals ofdraping and fitting clothing designs on a
live figure or a dress form

B. To give the student experience in the behavior ofa variety of fabrics as they apply to
clothing

C. To instruct the student in the techniques for making a paper 1st or production pattern
from a draped muslin design

V. Course Objectives

1. Drape a basic sloper in full scale



2. Drape a drawn design in three dimension on the human figure.
3. Develop a functional design on the form given special fabric limitations.
4. Fit an asymmetrical or disproportionate figure by draping a fitting shell on the body.
5. Identfy the most appropriate designs for given fabrics and vice versa.
6. Complete a final production pattern

VI. Course Content

1. Overview ofthe use ofdraping as a pattern making method
2. Personal fitting problems and their solutions.
3. Development of several basic fitting shells for variations on bodices, skirts, sleeves,

flare, collars and bodices - producing a sloper for each variation.
4. Use of the bias grain
5. Special design problems
6. Fabric selection for initial drape and final garment
7. Creation ofa 1st and production pattern

VII. Instructional Methodology

A. Assignments
1. Drape ofa basic sloper ofbodice and skirt
2. Draft of sleeve using individual measurements
3. Drape ofbodice variations
4. Drape of skirt variations
5. Drape of special applications, including bias grain
6. Completion of final draped project of student's selection

B. Evaluation

1. Attendance.

2. Written quizzes, midterm exam and final exam. Tests will require the student to
demonstrate an understanding ofthe fundamentals and definitions ofdraping on the body
utililizing knowledge offitting, fabric behavior and design parameters.

3. Practical, hands-on final project to demonstrate the student's knowledge of the draping
skill.

C. Text and other Materials

1. Draping for Fashion Design


